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May it please the Panel: 
 

1. Provisions for the establishment of protective corridors for the National 

Grid were agreed at mediation.  These provisions introduce:1 

(a) new Activity Specific Standards that apply to permitted farming and 

farm buildings activities;2 

(b) new non-complying activity rules that apply to: 

(i) buildings and horticultural structures (that are not permitted 

in accordance the new Activity Specific Standards) within a 

specified corridor; 

(ii) sensitive activities within a specified corridor; and 

(iii) fences within 5 metres of a transmission line support 

structure foundation (subject to an exception where the 

requirements of clause 2.3.3 of the New Zealand Electrical 

Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances 

(“NZECP34:2001”) are met).3 

2. Agreement was reached between Transpower, Canterbury Aggregate 

Producers Group, Orion, and the Council on the rule relating to 

quarrying in proximity to the National Grid. 

3. Ms Mackenzie confirmed it was agreed on behalf of Federated Farmers 

at mediation that the buffers are mandated by the NPS,4 and apart from 

specific words, in principle she agrees with corridor protection provisions 

for the National Grid.5 

4. Ms Mackenzie confirmed that the rules Federated Farmers agreed to at 

mediation related to how to address reverse sensitivity issues within the 

rural zone.6 This is consistent with the requirement for the Panel to give 

                                                
1 Statement of Evidence of Ainsley McLeod dated 29 October 2015, para 17 
2 Rules 17.3.2.1(P1) and (P2), 17.2.4.1(P1) and (P2), 17.5.2.1(P1) and (P2) and 17.7.2.1(P1). 
3 Rules 17.3.2.5(NCX), 17.4.2.4(NCX), 17.5.2.5(NC4), 17.6.2.5(NCX) and 17.7.2.5(NC8). 
4 Lines 14-24, page 272 of the Transcript 
5 Lines 41-44, page 272 of the Transcript 
6 Lines 43-46, page 273 of the Transcript 
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effect to Policy 10 of the National Policy Statement on Electricity 

Transmission 2008. This policy requires that decision makers must to 

the extent reasonably possible, manage activities to avoid reverse 

sensitivity effects on the electricity transmission network, and to ensure 

that the operation, maintenance, upgrading and development of the 

electricity transmission network is not compromised.7 

Irrigation structures 

5. The specific words which Ms Mackenzie considers are not fully settled 

include the reference to irrigation structures. There is no disagreement 

between Transpower and Federated Farmers that the rule is not 

intended to capture mobile irrigators. The issue is what wording is used. 

6. Ms McLeod does not support Mr Hodgson’s proposed amendment 

“undertaken by a network utility operator” because it has the effect of 

enabling other parties where they are not network utility operators to 

develop irrigation infrastructure, while network utility operators would 

require consent.8  

7. At the hearing Ms McLeod suggested making it explicit that mobile 

irrigators do not require resource consent within the National Grid 

corridor.9 The Panel suggested it may be useful to have a definition 

given the various types of irrigation infrastructure. 

8. Transpower proposes the following definition:  

“Mobile irrigators 

means irrigators that are vehicles and includes pivot or linear irrigators.” 

9. The inclusion of this exemption and associated definition has the effect 

of confirming that irrigators that might otherwise fall within the 

Replacement Plan definition of “building” do not require consent when 

they are within the National Grid protective corridor. 

                                                
7 Lines 7-31, page 273 of the Transcript 
8 Lines 36-42, page 670 of the Transcript 
9 Lines 45-46, page 670 of the Transcript 
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Reference to NZECP34 

10. In her evidence Ms Mackenzie considered that paraphrasing the 

NZECP34:2001(the Code) in a district plan adds confusion and creates 

complexity “which objective 3.3.12 is trying to avoid”.10  However, Ms 

Mackenzie accepted that the provisions seek to be consistent with the 

Code.11  

11. Mr Noble highlighted in his rebuttal evidence that Transpower has 

numerous examples of where the Code has been breached, even by 

entities that are aware the Code exists.12 The details of the Code are not 

well known or understood and this is why Transpower supports the 

inclusion of the content of, or reference to, relevant sections of the Code 

in the rules of the Replacement Plan. 

Adequacy of NZECP34 

12. In her evidence Ms Mackenzie stated the Code “already provides 

complete protection for…transmission… lines, including safe distances 

for earthworks, fences and buildings in the vicinity of lines”.13 However, 

during cross-examination Ms Mackenzie accepted: 

(a) That in her rebuttal evidence she had stated that: “the NPS 

electricity transmission allows for corridor protection for National 

Gridlines in addition to NZECP34 regulations”.14 

(b) That it would seem very silly having intensive use buildings and 

commercial buildings within the 12 metre corridor even if they 

comply with the Code;15 

(c) The Code largely prevents under-build but for the National Grid, it 

is probably ideal to “have a double whammy” (which we 

                                                
10 Statement of evidence of Ms McKenzie dated 29 October 2015, paragraph 43(c). 
11 Lines 36-39, page 274 of the Transcript 
12 Statement of rebuttal evidence of Roy Noble dated 6 November 2015, para 25 
13 Statement of Evidence of Fiona MacKenzie, 29 October 2015, para 43(a) 
14 Lines 23-27, page 275 of the Transcript 
15 Lines 7-11, page 276 of the Transcript 
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understand to mean the Code and corridor protection rules in the 

Replacement Plan);16 and 

(d) Federated Farmers is not calling any technical or expert evidence 

to support her view that the Code largely prevents under-build.17 

13. We submit the evidence of Mr Noble that intensive use buildings and 

commercial operations and structures should not be located in the 12m 

corridor even if they comply with the Code, should be preferred over Ms 

Mackenzie’s evidence because Mr Noble’s opinion is supported by his 

engineering qualifications and experience. As noted by Mr Noble, 

intensive use buildings and commercial operations pose a risk to the 

operation of the line, compromise Transpower’s ability to maintain the 

line, and are a risk from electrical hazards.18  

14. At the hearing Mr Noble explained the distinction between buildings such 

as milking sheds compared to buildings such as hay barns. The former 

involves big operations/industries and for Transpower to safely do its job 

it would have to clear milking sheds.19 

15. While Transpower proceeded with this chapter on the basis of a 

mediated agreement, Federated Farmers raised some concerns during 

the hearing. These concerns were not well articulated, explained, or 

supported by technical or expert evidence. Under cross-examination all 

of the matters that may have been of concern were not sustained, other 

than specific wording relating to irrigation structures. We have 

addressed this matter at paragraphs 5 to 9 above. 

 
______________________________ 
 
AJL Beatson/ N J Garvan 
Counsel for Transpower New Zealand Limited 
 
1 December 2015 

                                                
16 Lines 41-43, page 276 of the Transcript 
17 Lines 1-11, page 277 of the Transcript 
18 Statement of rebuttal evidence of Roy Noble dated 6 November 2015, para 22 
19 Lines 31-37, page 665 of the Transcript 
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